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Read about one breast cancer survivor’s journey.
Help other cancer survivors who are financially challenged.
Support a foundation’s worthy mission...all at the same time.
August 21, 2009 was the beginning of a rather sudden and unwanted journey...the journey into
the world of triple negative breast cancer. Arriving for her annual routine mammogram, Holly
Nichols Tabor was rapidly whisked into the world of diagnostic machines, ultrasounds, biopsies,
bruises, needles, and questions.
This book--a collection of blog posts kept over a two-year period--chronicles the experience of
diagnosis, surgery, chemotherapy, radiation and recovery. It takes you on a journey through the
questions, anguish and pain of breast cancer, continuing into the life beyond the treatment.
Tabor says of her desire to continue writing past treatment:
“I continued writing beyond the treatments, into the months of recovery from treatment, in order to give
a perspective often overlooked, even by the survivor.The survivor begins the real battle after the cancer
is removed, the chemotherapy and radiation treatments completed: the battle for wholeness; the battle
for restored life. It is this battle that I wish most to convey by sharing my story. It is a lifelong battle...but
well worth the effort.”
Follow this woman as she seeks glimpses of joy in the midst of the trials and the fears of cancer
treatment...and beyond.
All proceeds from book sales go to The Atlanta Cancer Care Foundation.
For more information about “Snapshots of Life: glimpses of joy as revealed in
journey through breast cancer” please visit: www.snapshotsoflifebook.com.
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